Neutrino problems proliferate
Neutrino 94 conference report

Haim Harari of the Weizmann Institute neutrinos in the street

T

he enigma of the neutrino contin
ues. More than sixty years after
its hesitant prediction by Pauli and
forty years after its discovery by
Reines and Cowan, the neutrino still
refuses to give up all its secrets. The
longer we travel down the neutrino
road and the more we find out about
these particles, the more problems
we uncover en route.
The present state of the neutrino
mystery was highlighted at the
Neutrino 94 meeting in Eilat, Israel,
from 29 May to 3 June. It was a
distinguished meeting, with the first
morning including one session
chaired by neutrino co-discoverer
Fred Reines, and an introductory talk
by muon-neutrino co-discoverer Leon
Lederman. One figurehead neutrino
personality conspicuously absent this
time was Bruno Pontecorvo, who
died last year and had attended the
previous conference in the series, in
Grenada, Spain, in 1992. Samoil
Bilenky gave an emotive appreciation
of Pontecorvo and his contributions
to this branch of physics.
Neutrino 1992 in Grenada had been
dominated by a fresh development the first results from gallium detectors
of neutrino signals from the protonproton fusion mechanism which
provides most of the Sun's energy.
But with neutrino results now coming
in on a broad front, Neutrino 94
reflected a broader picture.
Looking back over the history of the
neutrino in his introductory talk, Leon
Lederman set out to convince his
audience that neutrino physics is an
experimental, rather than a theoreti
cal, science, and in contrast to many
reviews which point to Pauli's sug
gestion as the dawn of neutrino
physics. Lederman stressed the long
and painstaking search to under
stand the spectrum of electron
energies emerging from beta decay.
With beta decay of a particular
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nucleus at first sight involving a
daughter nucleus and an electron, it
would be easy to jump to the conclu
sion that the electrons emerging from
a particular decay channel would
always have the same energy.
Evidence that beta decay electrons
had instead a spread of energies had
begun to emerge before World War I,
but this was not universally accepted
for more than ten years. Only then
was the scene set for Pauli's predic
tion. Lederman showed how even
preparing the ground for the neutrino
hypothesis had taken almost twenty
years.
Recurring throughout the meeting
was the major open neutrino ques
tion - its mass, or masses, which can
drive both particle physics and
cosmological effects.
Reviewing neutrino properties in
today's setting, Haim Harari of the
Weizmann Institute homed in on the
all-important mass limits. With the
number of light neutrinos now firmly
fixed at three (electron-, muon- and
tau-types), any fourth neutrino has to
be heavy, at least 45 GeV. For the
light neutrinos, cosmological argu
ments imply a mass of less than
about 20 eV.
With 110 neutrinos of each of the
three types in each cubic centimetre
of space, Harari had a ready supply
of 'neutrinos in the street' to whom he
could attribute his own erudite
remarks.
Having neutrino masses that are
very small but non-zero opens up the
possibility of neutrino oscillations,
with different neutrino types periodi
cally switching their allegiance. The
only way to measure such small
masses, said Harari, is through the
resultant oscillations.
Oscillation limits from laboratory
experiments rule out a lot more
territory for neutrino habitation,
leaving only a few small islands.

These oscillations and related
effects could be at the heart of
ongoing neutrino puzzles such as the
solar and other neutrino effects,
where the level of observed particles
is less than expected.
(New results from pion decay at the
Swiss PSI Laboratory give a new
lower limit for the muon-neutrino
mass, lowering it from 0.27 to 0.16
MeV - more news in our next issue.
Also too late for Eilat but featuring at
Glasgow - see page 1 - was news
from a high resolution Russian tritium
decay study which has improved the
limit on the electron-neutrino mass to
4.5 electronvolts.)
The idea of invisible 'Dark Matter'
making up the bulk of the Universe is
now firmly entrenched. Evidence
from different directions says that
there has to be more mass in the
Universe than meets the eye. Neutri
nos are the only candidate Dark
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The Neutrino 94 Conference was formally
opened by the President of Israel, Ezer
Weizman (seated), introduced by Yuval
Ne'eman.

Matter candidate particles which
definitely exist, remarked Harari.
However with neutrino masses
difficult to pin down on their own, he
advocated a thorough investigation of
neutrino oscillations. For this, the
new Chorus experiment at CERN,
with its emulsion target, is particularly
well suited, he said.
Chorus and its companion Nomad
experiment in CERN's revamped
high energy neutrino beam are now
underway, and progress was de
scribed by Klaus Winter later in the
programme. At the next Neutrino
meeting, the first Chorus and Nomad
results should feature prominently.
For the neutrino's role in cosmol
ogy, Michael Turner of Chicago
showed how useful neutrinos could
be in the synthesis of nuclei in the
aftermath of the Big Bang, with some
cosmological 'mischief with unstable
tau neutrinos. An unstable tau
neutrino returned later in the pro
gramme with Dennis Sciama of
SISSA, Trieste, and Matts Roos of
Helsinki, who both explored the
cosmological consequences.
With the Hubble Space Telescope
now bringing fresh results, Sciama
boldly suggested a mass for the tau
neutrino and hoped for more conclu
sive results by the time of the next
Neutrino meeting, in 1996.
David Schramm of Chicago, speak
ing on neutrinos and the Big Bang,
described the importance of having
good input on the abundance of
nuclei other than helium. Long aware
of the importance of deuterium,
Schramm advocated continued study
of the abundance of this nucleus.
New results from satellite-borne
detectors and from ongoing groundbased telescope surveys suggest a
higher deuterium abundance for very
distant (and therefore old) objects.
Before the advent of mass-pro
duced Z particles, the abundance of
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primordial helium was an important
pointer to the number of possible
neutrino types. A revised deuterium
figure brings a message for nonbaryonic dark matter, but more
information is eagerly awaited.
In his talk on neutrino mass meas
urements, E.W. Otten of Mainz
related how the neutrino mass
question gained 'pole position' in a
survey of open physics questions
conducted by the German periodical
Physikalisches Blatter.
While the mass limit for the elec
tron-type neutrino is steadily being
pushed lower, it is in fact the square
of the mass which is probed. Many
have been worried to see this mass
squared coming in negative in a
range of different experiments.
However now there are signs that
this number is approaching zero, said
Otten.
A useful reaction is double beta
decay, caused by two overlapping
nuclear reactions. Michael Moe of
Irvine reported that such reactions
are now seen in 9 different isotopes,
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with lifetimes ranging from 10 -10'
years.

Solar neutrinos
A whole Neutrino 94 afternoon was
devoted to solar neutrinos, with latest
measurements from the pioneer
Homestake detector (chlorine
based), the Kamiokande water
Cherenkov detector and the two
relative newcomers to the game,
SAGE and Gallex, using gallium to
be sensitive to neutrinos from protonproton fusion.
T. Kirsten of Heidelberg reported
the latest Gallex result of 79 solar
neutrino units, while Vladimir Gavrin
of Moscow, for SAGE, reported a
slightly lower figure. However with
their error ranges the two results are
not incompatible. Gallex is calibrating
with a neutrino source.
Homestake and Kamiokande, sen
sitive to less important fusion reac
tions involving boron-8 and beryllium7, provide complementary input.
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It is difficult to reconcile the levels
reported by the different experiments,
with their sensitivities to different
solar reactions. Trying to correlate
the solar neutrino fluxes measured
by the Homestake and Kamiokande
detectors, theorist John Bahcall of
Princeton spoke of a beryllium-7
mystery. Others pointed to a boron-8
problem.
On the theoretical side, controversy
and acrimonious exchanges made
for a memorable, if not totally in
formative, end to the solar neutrino
afternoon. Some relevant nuclear
reactions can be complicated and
further study could be useful.
While all experiments see roughly
the right level of solar neutrinos,
several experimental results, appar
ently lower than the predicted signal,
have been acclaimed as indicating
one or other solar neutrino problems.
Some researchers, sensitive to the
caprices of statistical fluctuations and
the careful analysis of errors, main
tain that it is premature to talk about
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a solar neutrino problem and now
prefer to speak of an 'anomaly'.
However no experiment has ever
reported more than its predicted
share of solar neutrinos.
So instead of one solar neutrino
problem, we now have to live with
several - the possible incompatibility
of some of the measurements, the
theoretical problem of understanding
these reactions and making accurate
calculations, and the overall discord
between theory and experiment.
In his summary talk, Shmuel
Nussinov of Tel Aviv looked forward
to the advent of two major new solar
neutrino detectors, the Japanese
Superkamiokande experiment and
the Canadian Sudbury Neutrino
Observatory using a deuterium target

The stark setting of the Princess Hotel on
Israel's Red Sea coast at Eilat, scene of the
Neutrino 94 meeting.
(Photos G. Fraser)

Bectroweak sector
A useful probe of electroweak
physics, high energy neutrino beams
have provided many milestone
results since their introduction in the
famous 1962 Brookhaven experiment
which discovered the muon neutrino.
The Eilat meeting provided a
valuable snapshot of the current
status of neutrino physics, with status
reports from all directions, from the
classical scene at reactors, through
laboratory projects, and on to new
possibilities for the future, including
neutrino beams at CERN's new LHC
machine, described by Horst
Wenninger. For neutrino astronomy,
one newcomer on the scene is the
Amanda group installing detector
modules in the South Polar ice cap.
However while the new generation
of high energy neutrino beam experi
ments is only just getting underway,
new electroweak physics results
come in from other sectors. Gunter
Wolf of DESY described the latest
batch of results from the HERA
electron-proton collider at DESY,
Hamburg, where the 1993 run netted
a greatly increased data catch.
The new kinematic regions opened
up by HERA give insights into the
quark-gluon structure of the proton.
Interesting behaviour in the very low
x (momentum fraction carried by the
struck quark) could need explanation,
according to Wolf.
Carlo Dionisi, deputizing for Sam
Ting on precision tests of the Stand
ard Model from LEP, showed how
the consistency of the data from the
8 million Z particles seen by the 4
LEP experiments gave a top quark
mass of 172 GeV ± 10% (a figure
continually being revised). If the
polarization data from the Stanford
SLC linear collider is included, this
rises to 177 GeV.
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Atmospheric neutrinos
As well as seeing solar neutrinos,
underground detectors also capture
neutrinos from cosmic ray interac
tions in the atmosphere. Originally
these were troublesome background
in the search for more interesting
physics. However three major under
ground detectors - Kamiokande in
Japan, and Soudan and 1MB (Irvine/
Michigan/Brookhaven) in the US see that the muon-neutrino content of
these interactions is significantly less
than expected.
Although heralded as evidence for
neutrino oscillations, this result has
never really made the science
headlines. Perhaps this will now
change. At Eilat, Barry Barish,
deputizing at the last minute for
reviewer Don Perkins, declared that
with this effect now seen at three
major detectors it is 'unlikely to go
away'. 'Other data from these detec
tors has been accepted, so why not
this,' he maintained.
Another question is to decide
whether the electron-muon imbal
ance is due to a shortage of muonneutrinos or an excess of electrontype. The muon depletion scenario is
favoured. The next stage, said
Barish, is to check out this effect by
comparing terrestrial signals from
neutrino beams at two widely-sepa
rated points in 'long baseline' studies.

Dark matter and galactic structure
With neutrinos as one of the prime
candidates for Dark Matter, account
ing for the missing mass of the
Universe figures prominently on any
neutrino agenda. The traditional
evidence for dark matter comes from
looking at the rotation of galaxies,
where invisible material has to be
CERN Courier, September 1994
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there to prevent the visible parts from
flying apart.
New evidence comes now from
gravitational lensing, where other
wise invisible matter in the path of
more distant objects distorts their
image. Dan Maoz of Tel Aviv showed
how new surveys reveal remarkable
concentrations of dark matter.
The MACHO and EROS microlensing surveys, which recently
reported evidence for dark matter in
the shape of small dark stars ('brown
dwarfs' - December 1993, page 4),
continue their analysis. The MACHO
US/Australia collaboration has now
also looked at 450,000 stars in the
galactic bulge as well as 8 million in
the Large Magellanic Cloud and sees
new candidate variable signals to
supplement the LMC sample. The
French EROS survey is now analys
ing its CCD-recorded data as well as
the original photographs, but as yet
have no more candidate variable
stars to report.
The final day of the meeting looked
at evidence and understanding of the
large scale structure of the Universe,
where irregularities feature even at
the largest scales. There seems to
be no scale of distance on which the
Universe looks uniform. The problem
is to account for how such a 'lumpy'
Universe emerged from an explosion.
The famous 1991 precision meas
urements from the COBE satellite of
the cosmic background radiation
provided the first clues of primordial
seeds for such irregularity. However
with COBE's job now complete,
information accurate enough to help
with further understanding calls for a
new satellite, said NASA's Charles
Bennett.
For the quest to chart the Uni
verse's large-scale structure, George
Blumental of Lick Observatory
reviewed the status of large-scale
structure measurements, where

'pencil' surveys drill deep holes in the
sky and find more evidence for
cosmic irregularities. This structure
has to be reconciled with COBE's
microwave ripples. With dark matter
lurking below the horizon, the distri
bution of mass in the Universe may
not necessarily reflect that of the
visible galaxies, but there are signs
that this in fact is the case, said A.
Dekel of Jerusalem's Hebrew Univer
sity.
With astronomical luminosity
measurements notoriously unreliable,
Gerson Goldhaber described how he
and his colleagues have embarked
on a search for distant supernovae to
provide a 'standard candle' bench
mark.
Tsvi Piran of Jerusalem proposed
some candidate mechanisms for the
mysterious continual gamma ray
bursts when neutron stars merge.
But with neutrinos playing a vital
role in particle physics and possibly
cosmology as well, indulgence in
astrophysics at a neutrino meeting is
not a luxury.
Neutrino 94 was organized by a
committee of physicists from Israeli
universities and research institutes
under the able chairmanship of
Arnon Dar of Haifa's Technion.
By Gordon Fraser
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